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Starting from the basic assumption of the Syndrome Concept that essentially all of the present problematic civilization-

nature interactions on the global scale can be subdivided into a limited number of typical patterns, the analysis of the

response of these patterns (syndromes) to climate change can make a major contribution to climate impact research,

surmounting the difficulties of more common sectoral “ceteris paribus” impact studies with respect to their systemic

integration. In this paper we investigate in particular the influence of climate on the regional proneness or “disposition”

towards one of the most important syndromes with respect to famines and malnutrition, the “Sahel Syndrome”.

It describes the closely interlinked natural and socioeconomic aspects of rural poverty driven degradation of soil and

vegetation on marginal sites. Two strategies of global climate impact assessment on a spatial 0.5◦×0.5◦ grid were pursued:

a) As a measure for the climate sensitivity of the regional proneness, the absolute value of the gradient of the disposition

with respect to the global field of 3× 12 monthy normals of temperature, irradiation and precipitation is calculated. b)

The disposition was evaluated for two different climate forecasts under doubled atmospheric CO2 concentration. For

both strategies two new quantitative global models were incorporated in a fuzzy-logic based algorithm for determining

the disposition towards the Sahel Syndrome: a neural net based model for plant productivity and a waterbalance model

which calculates surface runoff considering vertical and lateral fluxes, both driven by the set of 36 monthly climatological

normals and designed to allow very fast global numerical evaluation.

Calculation (b) shows that the change in disposition towards the Sahel Syndrome crucially depends on the chosen

climate forecast, indicating that the disagreement of climate forecasts is propagated to the impact assessment of the

investigated socio-economic pattern. On the other hand the regions with a significant increase in disposition in at

least one of the climate scenario based model runs form a subset of the regions which are indicated by the local climate

sensitivity study (a) as highly sensitive — illustrating that the gradient measure applied here provides a resonable way

to calculate an “upper limit” or “worst case” of negative climate impact. This method is particular valuable in the case

of uncertain climate predictions as, e.g., for the change in precipitation patterns.
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1. Introduction

In the framework of the Syndrome Concept a set of
the most important problematic patterns of present-
day interaction between civilization and nature on the
global scale is suggested. These patterns describe sev-
eral interdisciplinary and intersectoral cause-effect com-
plexes and constitute that part of current global devel-
opment which is not sustainable [1,2,3]. This develop-
ment is characterized by the degradation of the natural
basis for production and reproduction and increasing
social disparities, including the snowballing of the num-
ber of humans unable to fulfill their basic needs. It is
∗ Corresponding author.

one major tenet of the concept to interrelate the causes
and effects of the core problems of Global Change in a
systematic manner and to provide robust policy advice
for a transition to a sustainable development. Concern-
ing the problem of global climate change as a major
core problem, the interlinkage to syndromes is twofold:

• syndrome-specific mechanisms may contribute to cli-
mate change by, e.g., contributing to greenhouse gas
emissions, or

• regions which are presently not inclined towards a
syndrome may become prone to this syndrome in the
course of a future change in climate (or vice versa).
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In terms of the debate on political and economic mea-
sures related to climate change, these two views respec-
tively describe the “mitigation” or “adaption” aspects
(e.g. [4]).

If it is accepted that syndromes are a reasonable
description of such globally problematic civilization-
nature interrelations that have so far emerged, then
the response of these patterns to climate change be-
comes a major task of climate impact research. The
main advantage of our approach compared with more
common sectoral “ceteris paribus” impact studies, is
that the investigation of the response of the observable
and therefore non-hypothetical intersectoral structures
(syndromes) to climate change surmounts the difficul-
ties involved in later systemic integration. The ques-
tion of which patterns of closely interacting elements
of the social, economic and natural spheres constitute
severe problems for humanity is solved in advance by
the identification of the syndromes. One may argue
that the emergence of totally new and dangerous prob-
lem complexes under climate change conditions could
not be treated adequately by the syndromatic climate
impact analysis — here in fact predictive world mod-
els based on first principles (as e.g. the rational choice
assumption) would be needed. Without denying that
such models would be desireable (the problems are ob-
vious), we investigate here the less hypothetical modes
of current problematic civilization-nature interaction.

In this paper we focus on the sensitivity of syndromes
with respect to climate, concentrating by means of ex-
ample on the climate sensitivity of the proneness or
“disposition” of a region towards one of the most impor-
tant Syndromes with respect to famines and malnutri-
tion, the “Sahel Syndrome”. In section 2 of this pa-
per, the fuzzy-logic based algorithm for the Sahel Syn-
drome disposition introduced earlier [3,5] is modified by
substituting some of the measured basic indicators and
fuzzy inferences by quantitative modelling. Here two
newly developed reduced-form models were applied.

In the climate change debate great emphasis is laid
on the discussion of the quantitative uncertainty of
GCM-forecasts; (with respect to the overall qualitative
effect of enhanced greenhouse-gas concentrations in the
atmosphere there is a broad consensus). On the other
hand, if we have certain knowledge about problematic
subsystems in the complex civilization-nature system,
which react very sensitively to climate change, the ques-

tion of the quantitative reliability of climate forecasts
becomes less important: the necessity for adaptative
measures in order to avoid damage either from a possi-
ble anthropogenic climate change, or from natural cli-
mate variability such as, e.g., the El Niño phenomenon
[6,7,8] is obvious. Another important aspect is that the
climate sensitivity analysis shows in which regions of
the world the reliability of climate forecasts has to be
improved in order to obtain important information on
the impact of climate change on the civilization-nature
system.

As a first step in identifying such a problematic sub-
system in a geographically explicit way, we investigate
in section 3 the local (in climate space) sensitivity of
the Sahel Syndrome disposition for all regions of the
world. Without using a climate forecast this sensitivity
study yields regions which could become endangered by
the Sahel Syndrome under a possible climate change
(and, equally important, those which will not irrespec-
tive of the detailed nature of the climate change). Even
under the assumption that climate predictions are un-
certain, the study indicates where adaptive measures
have to be developed and applied in order to avoid the
future outbreak of the Sahel Syndrome.

With respect to the consideration of climate change,
we additionally follow a conventional approach [9,10]
in section 4 and evaluate the Sahel Syndrome dis-
position under two different climate projections for a
2×CO2 atmosphere. Other than with the local sensitiv-
ity study, climate change is now finite and directed, but
to some extent quantitatively uncertain. Under this re-
striction the resulting changes in disposition now allow
regions to be identified explicitely where the situation
would become worse with respect to the endangerment
by the Syndrome under climate change. Comparison
with the local sensitivity result allows a judgement to
be made on whether the local sensitivity study yields a
reasonable “upper limit” for endangered regions.

2. Modeling the climate dependence of the
Sahel Syndrome Disposition

The main idea of identifying regions which are prone
to a syndrome is to investigate whether the most im-
portant syndrome-typical interactions could become ac-
tive under the natural and socio-economic conditions
which prevail. Even in the regions most disposed, the
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syndrome does not have to be active. The actual out-
break of a syndrome in the disposed regions is caused by
the so-called exposition factors. The core dynamic pat-
tern of the Sahel Syndrome is formed by a positive
feedback loop consisting of the state variables (“symp-
toms”) rural poverty, increased agricultural activity,
and soil degradation. The mechanism consists of ex-
istential rural poverty which drives farmers to overuse
their lands leading to soil degradation, which reduces
yields and thereby further exacerbates rural poverty as
identified in several case studies in different regions of
the world ([11,12,13]). For a detailed description of
the whole set of symptoms involved and their inter-
relations see [14] in this volume. We want to stress
that this is one (although important) pattern which
is frequently accompanied by further syndromes like
the Favela Syndrome and the Rural Exodus Syn-

drome [1]. As shown in former studies [3], the set of
necessary conditions for the disposition to the Sahel

Syndrome can be divided into a socio-economic and a
natural dimension. The first describes the compulsion
of the impoverished rural population to further inten-
sify or expand their agricultural activities, whereas the
natural dimension assesses whether such an increase in
agricultural activity would damage the natural produc-
tion basis, leading to a (contingently delayed) decrease
in yield resulting in further impoverishment. The social
dimension is sufficiently covered by the coincedence of
two aspects: (1) a high dependency of the livelihood
of the rural population on their own agricultural pro-
duce (in the extreme case, a high proportion of subsis-
tence farming) and (2) the impossibility of escape from
the disastrous circle of impoverishment and agricultural
over-use due to the lack of alternative sources of income.
The natural dimension on the other hand has to indi-
cate agriculturally marginal regions, i.e. fragile regions
of low productivity where even agriculture at moder-
ate intensity on a low technological level may easily
lead to natural degradation. These are characterized
by unfavourable growth conditions, either constituted
by poor soils or insufficient climatic conditions. Even
under more favourable growth conditions regions with
a high risk of erosion have to be considered as agricul-
turally marginal according to the above argument.

In principle every natural limitation for agriculture
can be compensated by technical measures (although
this frequently generates negative side effects): e. g.

temperature limitation by glass houses, erosion risk by
terracing and moisture limitation by irrigation. Besides
the fact that some to these measures are not tractable in
subsistence farming, they differ in their relation to fur-
ther natural prerequisites. In the case of irrigation, the
vicinity of fresh water sources is such a natural prerequi-
site (again in the context of subsistence farming) while
building and maintenance of terraces in slopy regions is
rather unconnected with other natural conditions. (The
limiting factor here is, e.g., labor availability.) There-
fore factors like surface water availability have to be
included into the natural dimension of the Sahel Syn-

drome disposition, while terracing as a specific method
of agricultural management has not.

2.1. The qualitative part of the Model

To formalize the qualitative arguments introduced
above on the global scale, a fuzzy-logic algorithm is
applied which allows the qualitative reasoning to be
mapped using quantitative indicators and avoids the
need for explicit quantitative modeling on the basis of
uncertain parametrization (Fig. 1).

A detailed description of the natural dimension part
of the algorithm is given in [5] including also the fuzzy-
fication details, i.e., the details of the functions con-
verting quantitative data into a fuzzy logic truth value.
Furthermore the results were tested extensively against
available regional case studies yielding good agreement
[5]. The main elements of this algorithm are linguis-
tic variables (e.g. “climate conditions”, “proportion of
subsistence farming”), further characterized by linguis-
tic categories (e.g. insufficient, high). These logical
clauses (e.g. “erosion risk is high”) are assigned con-
tinuous truth values µ between 0 (false) and 1 (true),
which allow for an appropriate mapping of quantitative
indicators (e.g. slope) on the qualitative linguistic cat-
egory. The continuous truth value concept requires the
extension of the boolean AND and OR operators which
is not unique and has to be adapted to the semantics
of the respective connective [15]. The AND connective
can, for example, be realized by the minimum of the two
truth values where the lowest truth value strictly limits
the result (independent of a second truth value possi-
bly near 1). This property is often not the appropriate
translation of linguistic expert rules and a slightly com-
pensative character is required. This is, e.g., the case
in combining the natural and socio-economic dimension
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Figure 1. Structure of the algorithm for calculating the disposition towards the Sahel Syndrome, using elements of qualitative and

quantitative modelling.

of the disposition where it is clear that under a medium
natural proneness the truth value for “high disposition”
will be enhanced to some extent by a extremely high
socio-economic dimension of disposition. Here we use a
parametrized operator, the so called γ-operator, which
allows the compensative AND (γ near 0, in this case
γ = 0.2 which introduces the intended compensative
effect while preserving clearly the characteristics of an
AND) to be described.

µA∧̃B = (µA · µB)1−γ [1− (1− µA) (1− µB)]γ (1)

0≤ γ ≤ 1

The same operator (now with γ = 1) is used to
describe the comparative OR connective between un-
favourable growth conditions and high risk of erosion:
under a medium risk of erosion favourable growth con-
ditions reduce the natural disposition slightly - an effect
which could not be described with the simple maximum
operator.

A first version of the socio-economic dimension of the
Sahel disposition is introduced in [3]. In the present
paper we adopt the global determination of the truth
value for a high proportion of subsistence farming which
was derived from the difference between minimum do-
mestic food demand and food supply via the market
and combine it according to the above discussion with
the lack of alternatives for the rural population with an
AND operator. We use here the fraction of total la-
bor force employed in the first sector as basic indicator
and value the “lack of alternatives” as false (µ = 0) up
to 10% , as true (µ = 1) from 20% on and interpolate
linearly for the remaining values.

2.2. The quantitative part of the Model

In the version of the algorithm for the detection of
disposition to the Sahel Syndrome published so far
[3], the choice of basic indicators has aimed at the de-
scription of the disposition under present-day condi-
tions. Under the perspective of climate change, some
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alterations are necessary which do not change the un-
derlying ideas of the measurement but operationalize
them in a way that allows for the investigation of cli-
mate sensitivity and climate scenarios.

The assessment of “insufficient climate conditions”
which was based

• on a global best-guess field for current net primary
productivity of natural vegetation,

• on an independent global field for aridity to identify
areas for potential irrigation and

• on the present-day global surface water network in
order to assess the potential for irrigation at a low
technological level

had therefore to be revisited and the fuzzy combi-
nation of these single influencing factors was substi-
tuted by a quantitative, model-based description which
considers that these factors are all interlinked via ba-
sic climate elements and therefore evolve under climate
change in a correlated manner. The revised algorithm
is based on two reduced-form models developed recently
at PIK: NNN, a neural net based model for determin-
ing the annual productivity of natural vegetation de-
veloped by Moldenhauer and Lüdeke (see appendix A)
and the MEGARUS model for determing annually avail-
able renewable fresh water considering lateral fluxes
of Petschel-Held (see appendix B). Both depend on
monthly normals of temperature, precipitation and sun-
shine hours and allow very rapid numerical evaluation,
which is the condition keeping the extensive sensitivity
calculations manageable.

Now let ~Cg = (Cg1 , . . . , C
g
c , . . . , C

g
36) =

(
~T g, ~P g, ~Ig

)
be the vector of monthly climate normals at grid el-
ement g (g = 0, . . . , G), consisting of the vectors of
temperature, ~T g =

(
~T g1 , . . . , T

g
m, . . . , T

g
12

)
, precipita-

tion, ~P g =
(
~P g1 , . . . , P

g
m, . . . , P

g
12

)
, and sunshine hours,

~Ig =
(
~Ig1 , . . . , I

g
m, . . . , I

g
12

)
, with m = 1, . . . , 12 denot-

ing the number of the month. Then the natural annual
equilibrium primary plant production at grid element
g, NPPg, is given by the NNN model

NPPg = NPP
(
~Cg
)

(2)

The annually available surface water at grid element
g, F g, is given by the MEGARUS model (Appendix B)

F g = F g
(
~C1, ~C2 . . . ~C62483

)
=
∑
j

Lj,g ·Rj
(
~Cj
)

(3)

where Rj is the annual equilibrium runoff as cal-
culated with a vertical water balance model (neglect-
ing lateral fluxes between grid elements) and L is the
(sparsely occupied) matrix representing lateral fluxes
between grid elements.

Different from NPP the local freshwater availability
not only depends on the local climate but can also de-
pend on the climate upstream of a specific position. In
a next step we define a modified precipitation vector
for grid element g which includes easily installable ir-
rigation as a function of available water, F g, and the
average slope

P ′gm = P gm + f (Sg)
F g

12
. (4)

Where Sg is the mean slope of grid element g, and
f(S) is the fraction of F which can be easily used for
irrigation. This fraction will generally decline with in-
creasing slope. On the low technological level we have to
consider in the context of the Sahel Syndrome, even
in flat regions (S ≈ 0%) not more than about a quarter
of the total annually available surface water can be used
for irrigation ([18]). It can be inferred from comparison
of the global distribution of mean slope (0.5◦×0.5◦ res-
olution) with existing irrigation systems that for mean
slopes greater than 0.5% irrigation becomes very la-
bor and capital intensive. – Therefore we defined f(S)
as a linear function decreasing from f(0%) = 0.25 to
f(0.5%) = 0.01 and f(S > 0.5%) = 0.01. Here we
allowed even for S > 0.5% a small fraction of surface
water to improve the plant’s water supply, thereby ac-
counting for occasionally occuring irrigation possibili-
ties. However, we tested different values for f(0.5%)
between 0.005 and 0.05 and found no significant differ-
ence in the disposition and its sensitivity.

The possibly enhanced water supply P ′gm is now taken
as an input for the neural net model, resulting in the
basic indicator “plant productivity”, to be mapped onto
the truth value of the clause “insufficient climatic con-
ditions”. This indicator is the interface between the
quantitative part of the disposition model (left-hand
side of figure 1) and qualitative part (right-hand side
of figure 1), fuzzyfication is performed in the same way
as for net primary production in [5].
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The disposition towards the Sahel Syndrome at grid
element g, Dg, or put more mathematically, the truth
value of the clause “disposition is high” with respect to
its climate dependence can now be written as follows

Dg = µg
[
NPP

(
~T g, ~P ′g

(
F g, ~P g

)
, ~Ig
)]

(5)

where µg is the function to calculate the disposi-
tion at a given grid-element. It includes all climate-
independent natural and socio-economic aspects of dis-
position as described in [5,3] and illustrated in figure 1.
Through the irrigation aspect the calculation of the dis-
position Dg becomes non-local, which means that Dg

depends also on climate vectors of further grid elements
which lie upstream.

The above formula was evaluated on the basis of
the CLIMATE 2.1 climatology on a spatial scale of
0.5◦×0.5◦ and the global result is displayed in fig-
ure 2, showing that the performed revision of the al-
gorithm perfectly reproduces the former result [3] for
the present-day climate except in those regions where
some obvious shortcomings occurred, e.g., the non-
vanishing disposition in some northern OECD countries
(e.g. Canada and Japan) are now removed by improv-
ing the socio-economic indicators to the version shown
in figure 1.

To verify the displayed result, it was checked for con-
sistency against the present occurrence of the Sahel

Syndrome [14]. In regions which are not disposed ac-
cording to the above algorithm, the syndrome should
not be found to be active. We were able to show that
this condition is almost completely fullfilled. Further-
more, we compared regions with a high natural dis-
position according to the algorithm with various case
studies in which soil erosion events under low technol-
ogy agriculture are indicated and, again, found a good
coincidence [5]. The time interval during which the
factors not endogeneously modeled are assumed to stay
constant is mainly limited by the socio-economic indica-
tors, amounting to some decades while the natural part
of the disposition should vary more slowly (centuries).
From this follows that the climate-dependence of the
disposition as calculated here should be valid also on a
time scale of decades.

3. Local sensitivity analysis of the Sahel

Syndrome disposition with respect to mean
monthly climate variables (temperature,
precipitation and sunshine hours)

We define the climate sensitivity of the Syndrome
disposition as the absolute value of the gradient of the
disposition at one location with respect to all influenc-
ing climate elements. The gradient indicates the di-
rection and value of the maximum slope of the scalar
field Dg and is therefore a measure for the upper limit
of sensitivity which would be realized in the case that
the direction of climate change is parallel to the gra-
dient (i.e. a worst case estimation). A crucial point in
multi-dimensional assessments is the relative weighting
of the different dimensions. Important for the mag-
nitudes of the weights assigned for each variable in a
study concerned with climate change are not their ab-
solute values, but their potential to change in the future.
When we take the current variation in these variables
over the world as a first approximation for this poten-
tial, we arrive at expressing temperature, precipitation
and sunshine hours in units of the standard deviations
σc of their respective global distributions (z-norm).

Let C be the 36 × 62483 global climate matrix con-
sisting of the column vectors ~Cg. Then straightforward
differentiation of equation (5) to calculate the magni-
tude of the gradient, |∇CD

g|, yields

|∇CD
g| =

∣∣∣∣ ∂µg∂NPP

∣∣∣∣ · |∇CNPPg|

=
∣∣∣∣ ∂µg∂NPP

∣∣∣∣
(

36∑
c=1

σ2
c

[(
∂NPPg

∂Cgc
+
∂NPPg

∂F g
Lg,g

∂Rg

∂Cgc

)2

+
G∑

k=1;k 6=g

(
∂NPPg

∂F g
Lk,g

∂Rk

∂Ckc

)2
1/2

(6)

where the first term in square brackets stands for
the explicit local dependency of NPP on the climate
element Cc and the influence of the local water balance
on the possibility of irrigation, while the second term
describes the influence of irrigation on NPP via surface
water inflow, which depends on the climate sensitivity
of the water balance of all up-stream grid elements. The
necessity of using the reduced-form models described
in the appendix to keep the calculations manageable
becomes clear when it is considered that in the case
of the plant productivity model NNN 12 × 3 partial
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Figure 2. Disposition towards the Sahel Syndrome under the present climate (truth value for “disposition is high”).

derivatives at 62483 grid elements are required and, in
principle, due to the non-locality induced by the lateral
fluxes for the water availability model 12 × 3 × 62483
partial derivatives at 62483 grid elements again have to
be calculated. (This is fortunately reduced greatly by
the global watershed structure).

In figure 3 the above sensitivity measure is dis-
played, showing a very high sensitivity of the disposition
towards the Sahel Syndrome with respect to climate
for regions in Mexico, Brazil, Bolivia and Paraguay.
In Africa Morocco, Algeria, the Sahel region counties
Guinea, Mali, Burkina Faso, Niger, Chad, Sudan, the
east African countries Kenya and Tanzania, Mozam-
bique, Madagascar and Zimbabwe show highly sensi-
tive regions. In Asia major parts of India and regions
of Iran, Afghanisthan, Pakistan, Myanmar, Thailand,
China, Cambodia and the Phillipines are sensitive.

A significant contribution of the non-local effect
(which is due to water transport) to the overall sen-
sitivity occurs only in some small regions, e.g. around
the lower reaches of the Irtysch (Kazakhstan). This
does not mean that in general surface water availabil-
ity is insensitive to climate change: all downstream ar-
eas show a high sensitivity caused by the integrated
local upstream sensitivities. But in the case of the Sa-

hel Syndrome mechanism, where only simple irriga-
tion technology is considered (e.g. no long-range water

transport), this downstream sensitivity hardly affects
the disposition to the Sahel Syndrome, due to a high
availability of fresh water in the downstream areas in
general. On the other hand, in regions of low surface
water availability where a change in the irrigation possi-
bilities could influence the disposition significantly, the
non-local effect is typically small either because of up-
stream location or even because of small internal basins.

Now it is of particular interest to identify regions
which are highly sensitive and at the same time show
a low-to-medium disposition at present. Here cli-
mate change could induce a qualitative change of the
present situation: regions which are not or just slightly
endangered by the pattern of rural poverty driven
natural degradation could become highly endangered
under climate change. To formalize this argument
we map the sensitivity measure onto the truth value

µg

(
high

sensitivity

)
for the clause “sensitivity is high”

with a linear ramp function and combine it with the
truth value for NOT “disposition is high” with a fuzzy
AND connective to obtain the truth value for the clause
“possibly newly endangered under climate change”:

µg

((
high

sensitivity

)
∧ ¬

(
high

disposition

))
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Figure 3. Climate sensitivity of the disposition towards the Sahel Syndrome [1/σ]

= min

(
µg

(
high

sensitivity

)
, 1− µ

(
high

disposition

))
(7)

The result of the above evaluation is displayed in
figure 4, which summarizes the worst case interpreta-
tion of our sensitivity study: regions with possibly sig-
nificantly increasing or newly emerging problems with
respect to Sahel Syndrome disposition under climate
change are Yucatán (Mexico), Bahia (Brazil), the region
around the border between Bolivia and Paraguay, the
north of Morocco and scattered regions in several west
African countries, Tanzania, Madagascar, India, Myan-
mar, Thailand, Cambodia and Indonesia. In the sense
of a risk-averting strategy, prophylactic measures are re-
quired in all regions with a high disposition, especially
if they are densely populated. However, here we want
to put here special emphasis on the regions indicated in
figure 4 since they are not traditionally prone to these
problems and could therefore be overlooked. These pro-
phylactic measures may either aim at the strict avoid-
ance of exposition factors which are defined as those
able to start the syndrome in a disposed region (e.g.
civil wars, forcing nomads to a sedentary lifestyle, dras-
tic changes of terms of trade), or, as a certainly more
robust measure, changes of relevant disposition factors
(e.g. improvement of soil properties, development of the
second and third sector to establish alternative sources

of income).

4. Evaluation of the Sahel Syndrome
Disposition under a double CO2 climate

Now we evaluate the Sahel Syndrome disposition ac-
cording to equation (5) under two different climate pro-
jections for a 2×CO2 atmosphere, firstly the ECHAM3
result from the MPI for Meteorology in Hamburg [19]
and secondly a recent prediction from the Hadley Cen-
tre [20]. The interpolated version of these results was
provided by W. Cramer ([17]).

Other than with the local sensitivity study in sec-
tion 3, climate change is now finite and directed. In
figures 5 and 6 the difference between the disposition
under the respective climate change predictions and the
present disposition are displayed. These results now al-
low regions to be identified explicitly where the situa-
tion would become worse with respect to endangerment
by the Syndrome under climate change. Comparing the
two results yields a similar pattern at first glance, in
particular with respect to regions where the disposition
remains constant (white areas). Also both evaluations
show an improvement of the situation in the northern
parts of Eurasia. However, a closer inspection shows
significant differences, even in sign! So the ECHAM-
based disposition prognosis predicts major regions of
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Figure 4. Regions endangered by a qualitative change under climate change: truth value for “presently low disposition and high

climate sensitivity”
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Figure 5. Change in disposition under the ECHAM 3 climate prediction: D(changed climate) - D(present climate)

improvement in Pakistan, India, Myanmar, Thailand,
Ivory Coast, Ghana, and Argentina, regions which are
predicted to become worse on the basis of the Hadley
Centre prognosis. The opposite holds true for the re-
gions around the Black Sea. From this follows that the

differences in the climate forecasts produce qualitative
differences in the prediction of the Sahel Syndrom

disposition and therefore cause severe problems in de-
ciding where mitigation measures have to be performed.
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Figure 6. Change in disposition under the Hadley-Centre climate prediction: D(changed climate) - D(present climate)

5. Discussion

The starting point of our analysis was one typical ex-
isting pattern of problematic civilization-environment
interaction, the Sahel Syndrome, which caused and
causes severe environmental degradation and human
suffering. In the first place this pattern has to be miti-
gated where it currently occurs: for a discussion of the
identification of infected regions and the development
of mitigation measures under incomplete and qualita-
tive knowledge see [14, this volume]. An equally im-
portant question asks for regions which are presently
prone to the Syndrome: here prophylactic measures, ei-
ther reducing the present disposition by influencing the
main disposition factors (e.g. via promotion of alterna-
tive sources of income, see [21] ) or the strict avoidance
of exposition factors which could start the disastrous
mechanism (see e.g. [14, this volume]), have to be ap-
plied.

The influence of climate change on the complex de-
scribed above is threefold:

• The dynamics of the already active syndrome could
be modified (e.g. accelerated by climate-induced
modification of the strength of important interac-
tions).

• Disposed but still uninfected regions could become
infected by the syndrome via a climate change re-

lated exposition (e.g. extreme drought events in re-
gions not previously prone to these).

• The disposition of a region may be modified by cli-
mate change.

The third aspect which we investigated in this study
is of particular interest as additional regions of newly
emerging disposition to those presently endangered by
the Sahel Syndrome are identified, describing a quali-
tative change with respect to the necessity of developing
specific adaption measures. The scenario based compu-
tations (section 4) have shown good mutual agreement
for an increase in the disposition towards the Sahel

Syndrome in several regions of the world. In par-
ticular, regions adjacent to those already disposed to
or even affected by the syndrome are becoming endan-
gered: regions in the north-east of Brazil, countries in
southern Africa, and a broad strip directly south of
the Sahel. Due to the high danger of migration out
of regions affected by syndromes and to possible spatial
couplings by natural processes like sand storms, or lo-
cal and regional climate change in the Sahel Syndrome,
there is not only an increased disposition in the regions
indicated, but also an enhanced chance of exposition.
Taken the two together this leads to an actual outbreak
of the syndrome.

In many regions of the world the different climate
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change scenarios used in this paper lead to significantly
different dispositions. To cope with this frequently dis-
cussed uncertainty of climate forecasts, we performed in
addition to the scenario calculations a sensitivity study
independent of a particular climate scenario.

Comparing the result of the sensitivity study (fig. 3)
with the results of the calculations based on two differ-
ent climate predictions (figs. 5 and 6) shows that

• only <0.1% of the grid elements with a sensitivity
greater than 0 remain constant in both scenario cal-
culations.

• 90.5% of the grid elements with vanishing sensitivity
remain constant in both scenario calculations.

From this one can conclude that the local (in cli-
mate space) sensitivity analysis is an almost perfect
predictor of change and a reasonable predictor of con-
stancy under climate change when compared to the
scenario based calculations. Furthermore one may com-
pare the meaningfulness of the sensitivity study and
the scenario calculations concerning the identification
of endangered regions. Even assuming that agreement
of the different predictions is an indication of validity
(which is not necessarily true), the scenario-based pre-
dictions yield no additional information for large areas
compared to the sensitivity study due to their ambi-
guity even in the direction of change. Interestingly for
many of the regions identified as endangered by emerg-
ing Sahel Syndrome disposition (see section 3, fig. 4),
the scenario calculations are ambiguous, as they are for
parts of India, China and the west African countries.
Possible strategies coping with this incomplete knowl-
edge for these regions could be (ordered with respect
to risk averting): to start immediately specific adap-
tion measures or to improve the quality of the climate
predictions in particular for these regions, for example
by nesting a high-resolution regional climate model in
GCM calculations as firstly performed by Giorgi [22].
To hope that the respective “positive” prediction holds
true seems irresponsible.
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Appendix

A. The Neural Net based Npp model – NNN

For the calculation of the terrestrial net primary pro-
ductivity (NPP) from the local climate a reduced form
model was needed for this study, since the available
models are too slow and unwieldy for this kind of sensi-
tivity analysis. To build a statistic reduced form model
a best guess for the global distribution of NPP and Cli-
mate was needed. The best guess equilibrium NPP field
was derived by averaging the results of eight state-of-
the-art NPP models in equilibrium with the current cli-
mate. This had to be done since there are not enough
NPP measurements available to calibrate the reduced
form model due to the large number of parameters nec-
essary to take all 36 inputs into consideration. The eight
models were HRBM [24], BIOME3 [25], PLAI [26,27],
SILVAN [28], CARAIB [29], DOLY [30], FBM [31,32],
CENTURY [33]. If one does not have any informa-
tion about how reliable the results from each individual
model are, as it is the case for state-of-the-art NPP
modeling, it is sensible to assume for each model the
same probability of being correct. If one is doing this
it is advantageous to average the model results, since
the expectation value of the mean absolute error of the
averaged NPP is smaller or equal than the expectation
value of the mean absolute error of a randomly chosen
model, as can be easily calculated, assuming a complete
(although unknown) field of observed NPP values.

Each of the eight models was run using the same
climate data on a 0.5◦ by 0.5◦ grid as input, CLIMATE
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2.1 [17], and returned annual equilibrium NPP values
at the same resolution. Climate data and the average
of these NPP values give us a “training set” to fit the
NPP-function on.

NPPg = NPP
(
~Cg
)

(8)

where ~Cg denotes the climate data vector at grid cell
g (g = 1, . . . , 62483). The training set was then used to
train a feedforward neural net with 21 neurons in one
hidden layer using the standard backpropagation algo-
rithm. However, only a part of the available training set
was used for actual training, so that there is an inde-
pendent data set for validation. The neural net function
in detail is given by

NPP(C1, . . . , C36) = (9)

f

θ0 +
36∑
k=1

ω0,kCk +
21∑
j=1

ω0,j+36 · f

(
θj +

36∑
k=1

ωj,kCk

)
where the Ck are the 36 climate variables at a given

grid cell. f(x) = (1 + e−x)−1 is the so-called activation
function, and the 835 different ω and θ are the param-
eters that allow the function to be fitted to the data by
the backpropagation learning algorithm. To counter the
problem of the backpropagation algorithm being stuck
in a local minimum, we run the backpropagation algo-
rithm 30 times with different initial values and took the
best of these fits. (The differences between the good fits
are not large. The mean standard deviation of the out-
puts produced by the 15 best fits at a given grid point
average 0.011 kgC/m2/a.)

This statistical model yields a good reproduction of
the training set with a mean absolute error of 0.024
kgC/m2/a, which is significantly less than the mean un-
certainty of the best guess NPP field originating from
the disagreement of the underlying vegetation models
(mean standard deviation: 0.124 kgC/m2/a). After
training, the net parameters were fixed and the model
can then be described as a simple analytical function
mapping <36 → <. Model testing showed that it cal-
culates moisture limited regions correctly, indicating
that functional properties of the original mechanistic
models are reproduced. Also it is able to reproduce
the NPP distribution for a whole continent which has
not been included in the training set (North Amer-
ica) with almost equal accuracy. The model can be

found in FORTRAN and C versions on http://www.pik-
potsdam.de/∼oliver/NPP.html.

B. The MEGARUS model for fresh water
availability

In this appendix we describe the Megarus-Tool
which in this paper provides the amount of available
surface water within a given grid cell. The model and its
validation is described in much more detail in an future
publication [34]. Here, we describe the most important
properties of Megarus necessary for our analysis. It
uses the same input variables as the neural net com-
puting the net primary productivity, NNN, which is de-
scribed in the first appendix, i.e. mean monthly temper-
atures, monthly precipitation sum, and mean monthly
solar radiation.

The model is divided into two independent sub-
modules where the second uses the output of the first
as an input:

1. A vertical component to compute the local water
balance between precipitation, actual evapotranspi-
ration (AET), soil water uptake and surface runoff.

2. A horizontal component aggregating the surface
runoff of all grid cells identified as belonging to the
corresponding catchment. The identification of the
catchments has been carried out using the World
Data Bank II [35] and graph theoretical methods.

The local water balance is computed as follows. First a
small slope dependent amount of precipitation Prec is
directly assigned to surface water runoff. Here the same
measure for “slope” is used as in equation (4). In the
model this direct runoff amounts to 15% of precipitation
in completely flat regions and to 65% in case of 5%
slope which indicates a rather energetic surface relief.
The residual water is assumed to fill a first soil layer
(bucket) whose size is assumed to be equal to 50% of
the total spatially dependend retention capacity of the
soil. The AET is computed as in [36], i.e. as the smaller
value of the potential evapotranspiration according to
Prietley-Taylor and a water supply function depending
on the actual soil moisture SM . The latter is given for
time step i by the balance equation

SMi = SMi−1 + Preci −AETi. (10)
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In contrast to the version in the latter paper, however, a
second soil layer (bucket) can be filled by the excess wa-
ter from the first layer. Also snow is now included sim-
ilar as in [37], i.e. it accumulates at days with tempera-
tures less than 0.5oC and melts on the other days. This
melt water together with the excess water of the sec-
ond soil layer yields the surface runoff. In summary, the
vertical component computes the mean monthly surface
runoff within a single grid cell. The water balance com-
putation neglects, however, inflow from a neighboring
box. This is reasonable to the extent that the spatial
extention of these flows can be considered to be much
smaller than the box size itself.

In the second step a global directed rivers network
(GDRN) is used to summarize the available water
within a box by adding up the surface runoff of all grid
cells previously identified to be upstream of the cur-
rent cell by the GDRN. In its outcome GDRN produces
structures similar to [38]. Our network here, however,
is in its basic skeleton structure constructed by using
a digital network of rivers. Using different kinds of
discretization schemes it has been checked whether the
networks are well connected or not: If the different dis-
cretization schemes yield contradictory results, the site
has been checked by comparison with the Times World
Atlas. In this manner a set of well connected river net-
works has been constructed. Next, we have made use
of a global ocean mask to determine the river deltas of
these different networks. Whenever this procedure has
not been able to identify a delta, again the Times World
Atlas has been used to do so. Using simple graph the-
oretical tools together with the rule that water should
not flow in cycles, we have been able to put a direction
on each part of the river networks.

This analysis which does not use information of any
kind of digital elevation model in contrast to several
other similar efforts. Yet it does not allow us to put a
river direction onto every grid cell of the basic lattice
as about 50% of the cells are not occupied by any river
segment in the original data bank. We therefore have
used the 5′ × 5′ digital elevation model to determine
the direction of flow of the remaining empty cells. In
this way we have been able to track the flow to the
”next” river segment for every one of these unoccupied
cells. Following the river network we obtain a complete
routing scheme which, however, does not yet allow a
temporal resolution. It only serves for estimating the

annual mean surface water flow - which is exactly the
information needed for our analysis.

The model has been tested against the data of 260
river stations world wide, provided by the GEMS/Water
data base [39]. It does very well in predicting the area
of the upstream basins (R2 = 0.995) which indicates a
sufficient quality of the horizontal component. Still sat-
isfying, though somewhat minor, is the reconstruction
of the river discharge itself (R2 = 0.93). This hints to
the limited reliabilty of the ”bucket approach” used for
the vertical component. For a detailed discussion of the
results we again refer to an upcoming paper [34].
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